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Subaru Tesla Toyota Volkswagen Volvo. Research By Category Body Style. Start a Loan
Request Form Today! Used Cars. By Make. New Accord Civic Clarity. Insight Odyssey Passport.
Pilot Ridgeline. Element Prelude S New By Year. Used By Year. Filter Results reset.
Transmission Automatic 4. Manual 2. Drivetrain 2WD 1. Trim EX 2. Quick Specs. Engine Gas I4,
2. Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive. Passenger Capacity 5. Passenger Doors 4. Body Style Sport
Utility. Dimensions Vehicle. Base Curb Weight lbs Front Hip Room in Front Leg Room in Second
Shoulder Room in Second Head Room in Front Shoulder Room in Second Hip Room in Front
Head Room in Second Leg Room in Wheelbase in Track Width, Rear in Height, Overall in
Length, Overall in Min Ground Clearance in 8. Track Width, Front in Liftover Height in - TBD -.
Fuel Economy Fuel Tank. Fuel Tank Capacity, Approx gal Performance Specs Engine. Engine
Order Code NA. Engine Type Gas I4. Displacement 2. Clutch Size in NA. First Gear Ratio :1 2.
Sixth Gear Ratio :1 NA. Trans Description Cont. Fourth Gear Ratio :1 0. Final Drive Axle Ratio :1
4. Trans Order Code NA. Second Gear Ratio :1 1. Reverse Ratio :1 1. Seventh Gear Ratio :1 NA.
Again Electronic. Fifth Gear Ratio :1 NA. Trans Type 4. Third Gear Ratio :1 1. Brake Type Power.
Disc - Rear Yes or NA. Drum - Rear Yes or Yes. Front Brake Rotor Diam x Thickness in Disc Front Yes or Yes. Rear Drum Diam x Width in 8. Turning Diameter - Curb to Curb ft Steering
Ratio :1 , Overall Lock to Lock Turns Steering 3. Front Wheel Size in 15 x 6. Spare Wheel
Material Steel. Front Wheel Material Steel. Rear Wheel Size in 15 x 6. Rear Wheel Material Steel.
Suspension Type - Front Double Wishbone. Suspension Type - Rear Cont. Suspension Type Rear Double Wishbone. Stabilizer Bar Diameter - Front in 1. Suspension Type - Front Cont.
Stabilizer Bar Diameter - Rear in 0. Safety Features Safety. Air Bag-Frontal-Driver Yes. Air
Bag-Frontal-Passenger Yes. Brakes-ABS No. Daytime Running Lights No. Traction Control No.
Night Vision No. Rollover Protection Bars No. Fog Lamps No. Parking Aid No. Tire Pressure
Monitor No. Back-Up Camera No. Stability Control No. Warranty Warranty. Basic Years 3.
Corrosion Years 5. Drivetrain Years 3. Other Specs Cooling System. Total Cooling System
Capacity qts 6. Maximum Alternator Capacity amps Looking for other models of the Honda
CR-V? Gas Mileage. Front Wheel Drive. Passenger Capacity. All Rights Reserved. Stock
photography by izmo, Inc. Read our Cookie Policy. The CR-V was introduced in Japan at Honda
Verno dealerships only and was regarded as a luxury vehicle in Japan due to the exterior width
dimensions exceeding Japanese Government dimension regulations. Upon introduction, the
model had only one trim level , which would later be known as the LX model trim; it was
powered by the 2. Outer dimensions for this engine would be identical to the Integra's 1. The
engine used a one-piece cylinder sleeve construction unique from any other B-series engine.
The chassis was a unibody design with fully independent suspension. The front suspension
was double-wishbone, while the rear used a trailing arm-based multilink system. Inside, the rear
seats were able to fold down, and a picnic table was stowed in the rear floor area. All models
featured plastic cladding covering the front bumper , rear bumper, and fender wells. In most
countries, CR-Vs had a chrome grille; however, in the United States, the grille was made out of
the same black plastic as the bumpers. Exterior alterations included a new front bumper,
smoothed off rear bumper, and a smaller plastic radio antenna on the rear of the roof. New dark
blue pearl and red pearl shades replaced the former solid red and metallic blue hues. European
models received an enlarged Honda emblem on the front grille, and a new metallic yellow paint
in certain markets. The engine was changed to the 2. This 16 percent boost in power resulted to
a faster mph of 8. In , a Special Edition model was introduced in North America. Until , the CR-V
sold more than any other vehicle in its class. The Australian higher specification model was
called the "Sport". It was added at the time of the first facelift and included body-colored
bumpers, mirrors, door handles, and hard rear spare wheel cover. It also included alloy wheels,
roof rails, and a large glass sunroof. Even though the car's structure received an acceptable
rating, the overall car received a marginal rating as the dummy's left leg would have been
broken. In addition to this lower body injury, the dummy's head went through the airbag which
may have caused a minor concussion. The chest was well protected. Models equipped with an
automatic transmission now had an overdrive cancel button that allowed the driver to lock the
transmission in the first three gears to provide power for passing and climbing grades, known
as "Grade Logic. The second generation CR-V, which went on sale on November 12, [9] was a
full redesign, based on the seventh generation Civic, and powered by the K24A1 engine. Second
generation CR-Vs in countries outside of North America were again offered in both "low
specification" and "high specification" variants, with the latter featuring body-colored bumpers
and fittings. It also now did not require the glass hatch to be opened before the swinging door.
Changes between model years , , and were minor, involving an enlargement of the center
compartment bin and the addition of a front passenger door power lock in the latter two years
respectively. In China, a clone from Shuanghuan Auto , called the SR-V, became a center of a
design rights controversy, because the latter appeared to be a blatant copy of Honda's design.

In , the CR-V received a mid-cycle refresh. New inch wheels replaced the previous inch
versions. Changes included new taillights and headlights with clear indicators and two separate
H1 bulbs for low beams and high beams, the previous setup used H4 single bulb for both low
and high beams. The taillights now used clear lenses instead of amber for the turning
indicators. The grille was also changed; it had two horizontal bars instead of one. The front
bumper design was slightly changed, it now has round fog lights compared to the previous
trapezium fog lights and in addition to the lower grill there are two horizontal bars instead of
one. The rear bumper reflectors were longer and narrower. On the inside of the car, the EX trim
received upgrades which included steering wheel-mounted audio controls, an outside
temperature monitor and also an electric sunroof. All CR-V models also had revised rear seat
headrests, which had been redesigned to reduce rear view blockage. Mechanically, the model
was also changed. A major change included a drive-by-wire throttle for all CR-Vs. The all-wheel
drive system was improved; it had been tuned to activate faster in low traction situations. US
market models were equipped with a five-speed automatic, as opposed to the previous
four-speed automatic. In the United States and Canada, all MY and later CR-Vs have anti-lock
brakes , electronic brake force distribution , traction control and Vehicle Stability Assist , front
seat-mounted side airbags, and side-curtain airbags with rollover sensors for all occupants. In
Australia, the MY05 facelift went on sale in late Base models made do with only dual airbags
and ABS as standard equipment, while the Sport came equipped with side airbags for the first
time. Curtain airbags were unavailable on any model, until the next generation. For a more
luxurious experience, Honda added a leather interior, leather-wrapped steering wheel, and
heated side mirrors and front seats. Several "Special Edition" models were released, beginning
in Building upon the "Base", Winter Classic added alloy wheels, side steps, as well as a tow bar,
while the Sport Winter Classic gained roof racks, nudge bar and foglights, however, did without
the towbar. Later within this iteration, in , an SE model was launched, featuring rear parking
sensors, nudge bar and 16' alloy wheels. It was sold between October and November Running
throughout , the CR-V "Extra" brought with it 16 inch alloy wheels and side airbags. The third
generation CR-V went on sale in the U. Unlike preceding models, it features a rear liftgate rather
than a side-opening rear door and no longer has the spare tire mounted on the rear door. For
the model year, the CR-V received style, powertrain and equipment changes. Changes included
a redesigned front fascia with a new horizontal-slat chrome grille and honeycomb-designed
lower front grille, new front bumper, and revised tail lights. The rear bumper was redesigned, as
well as new five split-spoke inch alloy wheels for EX and EX-L models. The interior received
minor changes, including seat fabrics, as well as wider driver and front-passenger armrests.
The audio head unit controls were altered and the information display backlighting in the
gauges was changed to blue, instead of the previous black. It is powered with a 2. The facelifted
model year CR-V went on sale during October The structure has been modified to improve
crash performance, particularly in the IIHS 's small offset crash test. The suspension shock
absorbers, springs, anti-roll bars and lower control arms are also revised to improve ride
performance, while a reduced Sales began in the U. It uses the same Honda compact global
platform introduced on the tenth generation Civic. The fifth generation of CR-V is available in
5-seater and 7-seater variant. The base engine is an Earth Dreams 2. For the model year , Honda
has made the 1. The i-DTEC turbodiesel engine has been revised from having a single
variable-nozzle turbocharger in the earlier version to having two turbochargers - one for low
RPMs and the other for high RPMs - to minimise turbo lag. It uses an aluminum cylinder head
paired to an open-deck cylinder block, with shorter and thinner piston skirts to reduce
mechanical friction to levels comparable to a gasoline engine. Honda Sensing is standard on all
CR-V trim levels for and adds traffic sign recognition. LED daytime running lights , 18" alloy
wheels and electronic parking brake with a new auto-hold feature are available. Indonesian
models went on sale on 17 June The Indonesian model top trim Prestige is equipped with
5-spoke inch Modulo alloy wheels not seen in other markets. In the Philippines , the 1. The fifth
generation CR-V was also launched in Japan on 30 August and went on sale on the following
day, making it the return of the CR-V for the Japanese domestic market after a two-year hiatus
since the fourth generation CR-V was discontinued there in August It was previously displayed
on 27 October at the Tokyo Motor Show , announced on 29 September The CR-V hybrid, which
was previewed at the Frankfurt Motor Show, goes on sale in early with a fuel economy
comparable to diesel competitors. Honda expects sales to split equally between gasoline and
hybrid in three years. For the first time in North America, the refreshed model introduced a
hybrid powertrain as an option. The CR-V Hybrid features a 2. The hybrid version is assembled
at Honda's Greensburg, Indiana assembly plant which also produces the standard gasoline-only
CR-V, while the powertrain is assembled in Anna, Ohio. The previously-available 2. Additionally,
the CR-V's suite of advanced safety features are standard on every trim level, meaning even the

most affordable CR-V provides adaptive cruise control and the latest crash prevention
technology. Other changes for the CR-V include larger inch alloy wheels on top-line Touring
models, redesigned inch alloy wheels for EX and EX-L trims, a revised front fascia with a new
upper grille which also features a blue-outlined Honda 'H' emblem on CR-V Hybrid models ,
revised side skirts with chrome inserts, a new rear bumper with chrome insert, a push
button-controlled CVT for CR-V Hybrid models, LED front fog lamps on most models except on
the base LX trim , new exterior color options and standard Honda Sensing driver assistance
technology for all models. The facelifted CR-V was also released in Thailand on 14 July ,
including the panoramic sunroof, wireless charger, Honda Sensing, automatic-dimming
rear-view mirror and memory seat, and the 1. Honda Malaysia has officially launched the
facelifted CR-V on 5 November , which gets some minor styling changes and new features. The
base variant remains the 2. The remaining two variants are both turbocharged, with the 1. The
Prestige variant comes with Honda Sensing. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For other
uses, see CRV. Compact crossover SUV manufactured by Honda. Motor vehicle. Petrol : 2. Main
article: Honda CR-V third generation. Main article: Honda CR-V fourth generation. Petrol : 1.
Retrieved 15 March Debuting in Japan for the model year, the five-passenger compact utility
vehicle Honda CR-V was introduced to North America in early Automotive News. The Honda
CR-V hit the market a year later. Honda Worldwide. Retrieved 5 August Honda Japan. Retrieved
10 January Republished as "It's a better CR-V in every way Honda UK. Honda Automobiles
Newsroom. Retrieved 19 January Archived from the original on 23 July Retrieved 22 April Honda
Australia. JB car pages. Retrieved 24 July Retrieved 21 November American Honda Motor
Company. Retrieved 31 May Archived from the original on 6 October Retrieved 22 September Go
Auto. John Mellor Pty Ltd. Retrieved 17 September Retrieved 20 June Retrieved 2 March Detroit
Free Press. Retrieved 13 October Retrieved 1 March Car and Driver. Retrieved 28 December
Honda Cars Philippines. Retrieved 31 July Retrieved 16 November Honda Automobiles.
Retrieved 23 July Retrieved 31 December Retrieved 27 February Honda North America.
Retrieved 20 January Retrieved 10 August Retrieved 10 February Retrieved 24 October
HeadLight Magazine in Thai. Retrieved 12 February Retrieved 25 December Retrieved 11
February Honda Motor Company. American Honda Motor Co. Honda Motor Co. Oberg Honda
Malaysia Racing Team. Honda road car timeline, North American market, sâ€”present.
Categories : Cars introduced in s cars s cars All-wheel-drive vehicles Compact sport utility
vehicles Crossover sport utility vehicles Front-wheel-drive vehicles Honda vehicles. Hidden
categories: CS1 Japanese-language sources ja Webarchive template wayback links CS1
Thai-language sources th CS1 Vietnamese-language sources vi Articles with short description
Short description is different from Wikidata Use dmy dates from August All articles with
unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from January Articles containing
simplified Chinese-language text Commons category link from Wikidata. Namespaces Article
Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Fifth generation Honda
CR-V. Compact crossover SUV. Front-engine, front-wheel-drive Front-engine, four-wheel-drive.
Honda Civic sixth generation Honda Integra. Mitsuhiro Honda [8]. Honda Breeze China, Guangqi
Honda [21] [22]. Hiromichi Tsushima [23]. Honda Civic tenth generation. Kei car. Life Dunk. Acty
Street. Brio Amaze. Quint Integra. Ascot Innova. Integra SJ. Accord CB. Accord CD. Accord CF.
Accord CG. Accord CL. Accord CU. FCX Clarity. Civic Coupe. Integra Coupe. Accord Coupe.
Legend Coupe. CR-X del Sol. Sport compact. Civic Type R. Integra Type R. Sports car. Accord
Type R. Accord Euro-R. NSX Type R. Subcompact crossover. Compact crossover. Mid-size
crossover. Station wagon. Civic Shuttle. Accord CF6. Accord CM. Mini MPV. Mobilio Spike. EV
Plus. Compact MPV. Odyssey RA6. Odyssey RB. Odyssey RB3. Odyssey RC. Odyssey RL3.
Odyssey RL5. Odyssey RL6. Acty Van. City Pro. Civic Van. Civic Pro. Partner Van. Accord
Sedan. Sport utility vehicle. Pickup truck. Vehicle exclusive to Southern California available for
leasing purposes only. Conditions apply. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Use my current
location. Visit Honda Automobiles homepage. Arriving Spring Shopping Tools. Are you sure?
Your ZIP Code helps us search inventory at dealers near you. Back to CR-V. Select Trims to
Compare. You can only compare a maximum of 4 trims. Please remove a trim. Key Features.
Power Tailgate. Horsepower SAE net Gas. Total System Horsepower Hybrid. Available in the 48
contiguous U. Some services and features are subject to device capabilities and location
restrictions. All fees, content and features are subject to change. Automatic Climate Control
System. Power Door and Tailgate Locks. Cruise Control. One-Touch Turn Indicators. Tilt and
Telescopic Steering Column. Instrument Panel-Mounted Shifter. Capless Fuel Filler. Sliding
Sunvisors. Conversation Mirror with Sunglasses Holder. Lockable Glove Compartment.
Door-Pocket Storage Bins. Rear-Seat Center Armrest. Driver-Side Garment Hook. Remote Fuel
Filler Door Release. Rear-Seat Heater Ducts. Rear-Window Defroster. Cargo Area Tie-Down

Anchors. Cargo Area Lights. Illuminated Steering Wheel-Mounted Controls. Driver's and Front
Passenger's Vanity Mirrors. Push Button Start. Retractable Cargo Area Cover. Front
Passenger's Seatback Pocket. Leather-Wrapped Steering Wheel. Leather-Wrapped Shift Knob.
Automatic-Dimming Rearview Mirror. Ambient Lighting. Driver's Seat with 6-Way Manual
Adjustment. Adjustable Front Seat-Belt Anchors. Head Restraints at all Seating Positions.
Seating Capacity. Heated Front Seats. Leather-Trimmed Seats. Exterior Features. Two-Speed
Intermittent Windshield Wipers. Power Side Mirrors. Active Shutter Grille. Fin-Type
Roof-Mounted Antenna. Remote Entry System. Roofline Spoiler with Integrated Brake Light.
Rear Privacy Glass. Security System. LED Fog Lights. Variable Intermittent Windshield Wipers.
Power Tailgate with Programmable Height. Dual Chrome Exhaust Finishers. Boost Pressure.
Bore and Stroke. Compression Ratio. Lithium-Ion Battery Hybrid. Fuel Injection. Hill Start
Assist. Direct Ignition System with Immobilizer. Remote Engine Start. Fuel Tank Capacity.
Required Fuel. Interior Measurements. Passenger Volume. Exterior Measurements. Towing
Capacity. MacPherson Strut Front Suspension. Steering Wheel Turns, Lock-to-Lock. Steering
Ratio. Turning Diameter, Curb-to-Curb. All-Season Tires. Compact Spare Tire Gas. Active
Safety. Passive Safety. Side Curtain Airbags with Rollover Sensor. Child-Proof Rear Door Locks.
Driver-Assistive Technology. Auto High-Beam Headlights. Make Model Year. Price and Payment.
Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Each and every one of our
customers has become part of the Griffin family. That explains our tremendous success after all
these years. Let us work with you and remember that financing is never a problem! It is
equipped with a 4 Speed Automatic transmission. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is
available. At Coughlin Chevrolet, Buick, GMC in Chillicothe we offer all our pre-owned inventory
at market based pricing to insure a no haggle experience and a fair price right up front. Sebring
Silver Metallic exterior and Gray interior. If you are from Knoxville or around the areas of
Morristown, Johnson City, Cleveland, and Cookeville, TN, and you need a car for a good price,
our floor is open for you to peruse. Horsepower calculations based on trim engine
configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to
purchase. That is what makes us the best place in michiana to buy your next pre owned car
truck or SUV. Check out all of our inventory at HeadersAuto. Mishawaka Indiana. At Safford of
Warrenton we pride ourselves in giving our clients a world class experience and a top notch
product. Recent Arrival! Inventory reduction sales this weekend only!! Odometer is miles below
market average! Only , Miles! Waterproof rear storage well, Variable pwr rack-and-pinion
steering, Toe-control link independent front suspension. Feel right at home behind the wheel of
this Honda CR-V. All the major mechanical systems under the hood have been inspected and
are confirmed to be mechanically sound. Ask about getting a free AutoCheck report on this or
any other vehicle that we have for sale. Hollywood, CA. Best of all the price you see is the price
you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is
guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions
apply. With exceptional mileage, options and power, you'll insist on driving it on all your
outings. This 4WD-equipped vehicle will handle majestically on any terrain and in any weather
condition your may find yourself in. This low amount of miles makes this vehicle incomparable
to the competition. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply
these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Auto
Provider also has many financing options to choose from with interest rates as low as 2. Ask us
about your auto financing needs and we will provide you with your solutions. Price is a cash
price or with approved credit. Price is subject to change without notice. Auto Provider Inc. COM
Visit At Herb Chambers, we make sure you get a vehicle you can count on! Drive Wheel
Configuration: all wheel drive. Transmission: Manual Drive Wheel Configuration: all wheel drive.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only
relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local
listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic
8, Manual 7. Engine Type Gas 8, Cylinders 4 cylinders 8, Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details
Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. Are You Getting a Good Deal? Price
Drop. No accidents. Title issue. Not provided. New Listing. Know The Deal. Showing 1 - 18 out of
9, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. The best car Bought a CRV in with , miles on it. It was a
good decision; we have already put 60, miles on it with hardly any issues. Tire changes and oil
changes. Biggest repair bill was a starter coil issue, can't remember how much it cost but it
wasn't any financial difficulty and I replaced it myself. Uh oh, time to get a new car? They said it
would start overheating, I would get low gas mileage, etc. That was a year and 30, miles ago, it
still gets 30 MPG in the summer we trip-meter every gas tank, it's pretty consistent. Never
overheated, even going 80 MPG on the Montana highways, up mountains, etc. We drove to
Missouri and back since hearing the bad news. Only annoyances are the seatbelts not retracting

after turning off every vehicle I've owned had this issue , road noise spraying silicon lubricant
on the old rubber weather seals around doors fixes it , and noise when making sharp left turns.
Also, spare tire may explode if left in sun, best to make sure to keep a tire cover or park in
garage. So here's what's up, get one of these. Good in the snow, good in town, good in the
highway. Small and easy to park anywhere, but seats 5 and storage. Read more. Read less. Sign
Up. It's spacious without being overly bulky, comfortable without feeling soft or bouncy, and
endlessly usable thanks to lots of cargo space. It's also easy to drive and offers available
all-wheel drive. Yet the key to the CR-V's appeal is that it typically manages to do these things
just a little bit better than the competition. The CR-V competes in one of the most fiercely
contested classes around, with just about every mainstream automaker building a crossover
SUV that's roughly the same size and price as the Honda. So is it for you? When the current
Honda CR-V debuted in , we were so impressed that we went out and bought one for our
long-term test fleet. Read our coverage to learn more about the CR-V's comfort, reliability and
performance over the long haul. Note that while we tested a CR-V, the model is of the same
generation and the majority of our coverage still applies. Front-wheel drive is standard, and
all-wheel drive is available across the board. LX The base LX comes reasonably well equipped,
especially after last year's update. Features include:. Additions include:. Boy, do I love this car.
It feels like it sometimes is driving itself with the lane assist. I love the seat warmers. I love the
sound system. I love that I can take a turn and it grips the road. I love that it is so smooth
driving and going over bumps. I love that I can put my GPS from my phone on it's more than
ample big screen. Did I say I needed a gas sipper to put a lot of miles on. I had grown
accustomed to driving my spouse's bmw and didn't realize how very weak the engine in this car
is. It has no power. Other than that, it is well appointed. The style is modern and the cabin is
roomy and comfortable. The four stars is for overall, but the engine gets one star. Awesome car!
If I could give it zero stars, I would. Worst of all, I went to start it this morning and nothing. The
car is 2 months old and left me stranded. My wife drives a Pilot and we love that car. This is a
total disappointment. I would not recommend this car to anyone. Get a Toyota or a Subaru and
be happy. This is last Honda I will ever own. If I could convince the dealer to take this back, I
would get rid of it in a heat beat. Shame on you Honda. Write a review. See all 6 reviews. SUVs
are the most popular vehicles on the road today, and they come in all shapes and sizes. With so
many models to choose from, it can be a little overwhelming trying to find the perfect SUV for
you and your lifestyle. There's a ton of diversity among SUVs which can make finding the right
one for you a challenge. So in this video, we've broken down the major size and price
categories for SUVs and we'll give you the recommendation for the best in each class for most
buyers. Now, we're basing these recommendations on everything we've evaluated up to the
point of the production of this video. Every vehicle listed here has gone through our extensive
rating process where we perform a standardized road loop evaluation and performance testing,
our rating process is one of the most thorough and regimented in the business. You can find
more by clicking the links below to visit Edmunds. And you can also get a cash offer on your
car by visiting Edmunds. Again, that's Edmunds. Extra small or subcompact SUVs are the
smallest and least expensive crossovers-- as they're often called-- that you can buy. You get the
benefits of an elevated driving position with the small exterior size for the feel of added
maneuverability. Now, cost cutting is sometimes apparent. But top trim levels can feel
surprisingly upscale. Our team's favorite is the Mazda CX It looks sharp and has an abundance
of standard technology and safety features that help offset its slightly higher starting price. On
the downside, its fuel economy is a little behind the curve, but by such a small margin that it
doesn't really matter. Also, total storage space trails others in this group. So why is it our pick?
Well, for starters, our team really liked how it drives, from the feel of the steering to the
comfortable ride. Then there's those features, from useful and standard advanced driver aids
like adaptive cruise control to good phone integration all around. Lastly, the experience inside
and out feels richer than the price would suggest, making it seem like you're getting a lot more
for your money. Another option worth looking at is the Hyundai Kona. I point this out because
on Edmunds it's nearly tied with the Mazda for first place. The Kona costs a bit less and that
difference is attributable to the interior that doesn't look and feel as nice as the Mazda and a
slightly more clunky drive train, in particular the shift from the optional turbo engine and
transmission combo are particularly unrefined. Otherwise, it's similarly sized inside and the
tech and features are also strong so it's worth a look. Extra small luxury SUV get you a
prestigious badge at an affordable price. You always get luxury-grade comfort and
performance-- remember that price thing-- but a few gems really stand out. We think the boxy
shape looks kind of cool. And it makes for a spacious interior for people and cargo. Better yet, it
comes with our team's favorite entertainment system among luxury cars, if not all cars out there
for sale right now. The NBUX entertainment system is really powerful so it can feel a little

overwhelming at first. But its broad capabilities and voice recognition are unmatched outside of
anything you'd find other than your phone. But hey, you can use that too. As far as other
features go, well, it's a Mercedes, so there are a ton of options to choose from. I mean, you can
even get massaging seats. But that also means the price can jump considerably as you tack
those options on. So keep that in mind. Small or compact SUV these are among the most
popular out there because they balance an exterior and interior size really well. You get a lot of
space without taking up much yourself. Now, these are essentially the new compact family
sedans and it's easy to see why. The Honda CRV has long been our favorite in this group. We
even bought one for our own long-term test and had about 50, miles on it before we sold it. The
CRVs best attribute is not just its interior size but the cleverness of that space. It's massive. But
it also has a number of useful configurations like an adjustable load floor in the rear and a really
trick center armrest. It's the kind of stuff that a family can really find usable. All that being said,
there are a few annoyances like the entertainment system and particularly aggressive warning
alerts from some of the safety features. But the overall driving experience price and fuel
economy make the CRV a really easy recommendation. We should also point out the Mazda CX5
because it's actually tied for first place in our rankings. It's not as usable as the CRV in terms of
interior space. But it's a bit nicer to drive and it feels far more premium inside. So if you don't
need the space and don't mind paying a touch more for a bit more luxury, the CX5 is definitely
worth considering. Now let's talk about three-row SUV cars in this size category. They may
seem like a good idea at first. But we have to warn you that the existence of a third row in a
compact SUV can make for a really cramped experience. It takes up cargo volume itself, that
third row. And the seat is usually pretty small. If it's all you can afford, well, here's what you
should consider. We like the Kia Sorento because it straddles the exterior size and price
between compact and midsize SUV. And it finds a sweet spot in the process. Our evaluators
gave the Sorento high marks for ride quality, interior comfort, and an intuitive, though far from
fancy, entertainment system. You also get decent storage, a third row row, obviously, and a
lengthy warranty. It all makes a great pick for a three-row compact SUV. Here's where luxury
SUVs come into their stride. There are a lot of options here with wide ranges and capability.
Most anything you find here will have a comfortable ride, nice interior materials, and good
performance too. Our favorite is the Mercedes Benz GLC, which delivers a luxury experience
you'd expect regardless of the style you choose it in and what styles there are. There are four
cylinder and hybrid versions if you care about fuel economy. And there are horsepower turbo
V8s if you simply want to go fast. And there's a bunch of stuff in between too. The available
MBUX entertainment system is, again, among our team's favorites for its capability voice
recognition and phone integration. And the right is comfortable and the interior is, of course,
luxurious. Now, cargo capacity isn't as strong as some others so if you need more space, you
can look elsewhere. But as for everything else, it's hard to beat what the GLC delivers. Now, you
can make an argument that the Tesla Model Y falls into this category. We're making broad
recommendations here, so for the Tesla, I'll say this. If your local infrastructure supports your
charging needs and you are interested in EVs, the Model Y is worth strong consideration. For
more info, read our ownership report on the one we bought to see if it's right for you. We do this
because there are shoppers out there who don't want a third row even though they want an SUV
of around this size. It really is the stand out. I mean, no buts about it. It has all the features
space and capability but it also has a design and approach to materials that make it seem like a
luxury vehicle. There are also some really thoughtful touches inside like the location of the USB
ports on the seat-back sides for the rear passengers to access. And there are some really
helpful technology items in there, too, like an extensive exterior camera system. As for the
downsides, well, it can't tow as much as others like the Ford Explorer, for example. And as in
the time of this recording, they're actually really hard to find on dealer lots. But on balance and
for the money, there are few more appealing ways to move seven or eight people than the Kia
Telluride. Our testing team found it to be highly versatile and with some athleticism, too, from
its V6, but also a comfortable driving SUV with tons of passenger and cargo space, not to
mention a welcome assortment of standard features too. We also ran one in our long term fleet
for a year so check the links below to see more about what it was like to actually own one of
these vehicles. If you want something more specialized like for towing or off-road, there are
better options, of course. But the Passport is a solid all-a-rounder that like the smaller Honda
CRV, makes for an easy recommendation to most shoppers. Midsize luxury SUVs generally take
the qualities of a standard midsize SUV like towing space and room for cargo and passengers,
but add to it the latest in technology, power, and, of course, high-end premium furnishings
inside and out. You'll also see some of these SUVs available as coupes. Now, these generally
are the same as the standard versions or the non-coupe versions. But they have more stylized
roof lines that sacrifice some practicality for style. Of the two row SUVs, well, are you tired of

Mercedes dominating the recommendations? Too bad. Our top pick in this category is the
Mercedes GLE which was redesigned for Like this smaller GLC, the GLE comes in a wide variety
of styles, and trim levels, and engines, frankly, too many to list here. But our highlights across
all the versions are an extremely powerful entertainment system and an interior that's
comfortable, spacious, functional, and quiet. Now, the GLS price can jump considerably when
you start playing around the options. But, hey, these are luxury SUVs. And in the case of the
Benz, our team truly believes that you get what you pay for. Now, if you want the standard,
third-row, no options required, check out the Audi Q7. Obviously, it's going to come up a little
bit short in terms of cargo space because of the existence of that third row. But the overall
package is strong. Our team said the Audi's mix of performance, comfort, and technology, and
value is hard to beat. And we also gave it high marks to the interior and the way the Q7 drives.
Here we get the classic utility vehicle, the family trucksters, the Canyonero. These rigs have
super-size capability and space. They can haul a big family, that family stuff, you know, the
family's boat or the horse too. I don't know. If you need maximum versatility, this is what these
big rigs deliver. Our current top pick is the Ford Expedition, which marries excellent design with
a capable truck-based platform. It can seat up to eight and tow more than 9, pounds depending
on the configuration, and inside, the Expedition can be outfitted with all the features and toys
you'd expect from a luxury vehicle. If you need more space, the Expedition Max takes the
standard expeditions strengths and adds to it nine inches of length. If you absolutely need the
most space possible, here's your answer. Before finishing this recommendation, though, I have
to point out that Chevy's just put out a new Suburban and Tahoe. We haven't performed a full
evaluation on those vehicles yet. But keep up to date with our recommendations at Edmunds.
Now here's where things start to get a little silly when it comes to opulence. These SUVs have
tremendous road presence due to a combination of size, design, and power. These behemoths
are as functional as they are impressive. Not many vehicles out there offer quilted leather
upholstery and massaging seats along with 7, pound tow ratings, and upwards of horsepower,
and seating for seven. What can we say? This is a fancy people and gear hauler that takes all
the luxury elements our team likes from Mercedes and adds to them a cushy ride, and
remarkable performance, and a cavernous interior. It looks great too. You're paying a lot for this
kind of SUV so your expectations should be mighty high. A good thing, our team says the GLS
might just be one of the most well-rounded vehicles on sale today. That wraps up our SUV
recommendations for and Be sure to click on the links below for more information and be sure
to like, comment, and subscribe, and, of course, thank you for watching. We like the Mazda's
handsome styling and upscale interior, which give the CX-5 a premium feel you won't find
elsewhere in this class. It's fun to drive too, with surprisingly athletic handling and an optional
turbocharged engine. The interior isn't quite as practical and doesn't offer as much storage as
the CR-V's, but it's still one of the best crossovers on sale today. Read Edmunds' long-term
road test of the Mazda CX The redesigned Nissan Rogue is a major step up in just about every
area from its predecessor. The new model packs in loads of features at a respectable price
point, and the supportive seats and smooth ride make it one of the most comfortable SUVs in its
class. We were also impressed by the Rogue's driver aids. The CR-V, though, still holds an
advantage on cargo space. For the past few years, the Toyota RAV4 has been the most sold
vehicle in America that wasn't a full-size pickup truck. It's attracted SUV shoppers with its quiet
and comfortable interior and generous cargo area, though it doesn't offer quite as much space
as the CR-V. In our testing, however, we've found the engine to be a little anemic, and overall
the RAV4 isn't as enjoyable to drive as the Honda. Consumer ratings and reviews are also
available for the Honda CR-V and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the CR-V 3.
Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to
understand what other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating
breakdowns including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and
reliability are available as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why
customers like the CR-V. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and
reviews for the Honda CR-V and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes
expert reviews and recommendations for the CR-V featuring deep dives into trim levels and
features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings,
road test and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and
more. This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers.
Our team drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating
how they drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like
you, so we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to
know if there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our
favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car

that fits your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from
our massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Honda CR-V. Edmunds has deep data on over 6
million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and
specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and
maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise
control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires,
wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to
compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior
features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating,
and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Photos Select year - Upcoming - New - New. Other years. Pros
Quick acceleration plus thrifty fuel economy Roomy interior with cavernous cargo capacity
Rides comfortably yet handles corners athletically Plentiful and thoughtful storage areas Cons
Touchscreen can be finicky to use and lacks a separate tuning knob Below-average towing
capability What's new No significant changes for the CR-V Part of the fifth CR-V generation
introduced for What's it like to live with? It has exceptional storage space and functionality,
plenty of features, a comfortable ride and enjoyable performance. And all of that comes at a
competitive price for the class. In our testing, our all-wheel-drive CR-V sprinted from 0 to 60
mph in 8. No, but it's more than adequate for the day-to-day commute. We're generally not fans
of continuously variable automatic transmissions because of their awkward power delivery, but
the CR-V's is an exception, delivering a fairly natural response in most situations. The CR-V's
steering and handling are also standouts. You'll have confidence piloting this SUV around
turns. Steering is precise and connected while body motions are nicely controlled, which is
something your passengers will appreciate. The CR-V's ride is quiet and smooth. You may
notice some wind and tire noise, even the occasional engine revs when accelerating, but
nothing out of the ordinary. The CR-V is comfortable on rougher road surfaces too. That's the
case even in the Touring trim, which has the larger inch wheels and shorter less cushy tire
sidewalls. The front seats provide good support and comfort for long drives. The rear seats are
also decently comfortable and have a small amount of available recline to the seatback. As for
the automatic climate control system, we've found it doesn't always maintain the precise
temperature you've set, which can be annoying. However, the rear center vents will help ensure
backseat passengers get a share of the airflow. The CR-V has wide front and rear door openings
that provide ample clearance on the way in. Occupants will have little difficulty entering or
exiting. Once inside, the driver's seat and tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel offer plenty of
adjustability. The CR-V's interior dimensions are generally larger than those of rivals, and
rear-seating space is among the biggest you'll find in a small SUV. Four full-size adults will fit
with little problem. The main downside is the CR-V's control setup. Using the physical controls
is intuitive, but some on-screen buttons are small and difficult to locate and press while driving.
The digital temperature and fuel gauges flanking the speedometer can wash out in sunlight too.
Higher trims come with more USB ports, including two in the rear. The navigation screen is
clear, but some touchscreen menus are clunky. The voice controls aren't that great to use
either. You do get plenty of safety equipment. Every CR-V comes with lane keeping assist, lane
departure warning, adaptive cruise control, and forward collision warning with automatic
braking. Collision monitoring sometimes sends unnecessary alerts in dense traffic, but
otherwise the systems are helpful. One of the CR-V's defining traits is its massive storage
space. There's You can also easily fold them down and increase capacity to Small-item storage
is also exceptional. The deep center console is configurable with a sliding tray that doubles as a
cover for valuables. For child transportation duty, all of the CR-V's rear seats have relatively
accessible car seat anchors. The large rear passenger area means car seats fit without the need
to move the front seats. Each of the outboard rear seats has a tether anchor on the rear
seatback. The center seat's tether anchor is in the roof, which can slightly obstruct rear
visibility. The only shortfall in this category is the CR-V's 1,pound maximum towing capacity.
That's enough for a really small trailer, but other small SUVs can tow upwards of 3, pounds.
Front-wheel-drive models get 30 mpg combined. While those figures make it one of the most
efficient vehicles in its class, we've found that the CR-V is fairly sensitive to driving style. For
reference, a previous test vehicle averaged an impressive The CR-V does not disappoint when it

comes to build quality. Flowing interior panels and trim inserts fit together nicely. The same
holds true for the leather on the seats and steering wheel in higher trims. Considering all trims
now come with the turbocharged engine, the CR-V earns high marks for overall value in our
book. Roadside assistance is available for the duration of the limited warranty. The CR-V offers
little in the way of outright excitement, but it overdelivers when it comes to competency across
the board. We make that trade happily with a compact SUV. There's really no wrong trim level to
pick, so a lot of your decision will come down to your budget and which features you want.
Can't decide? Go with the midtier EX model. You get a few more desirable features than the LX
blind-spot monitoring, for example while keeping the price reasonable. Additions include:
Blind-spot monitor with rear cross-traffic alert warns you if a vehicle is in your blind spot during
a lane change or while reversing Tinted rear windows Sunroof Keyless entry and push-button
start Cargo cover Dual-zone automatic climate control Heated front seats Power-adjustable
driver's seat 7-inch touchscreen display Apple CarPlay and Android Auto Additional USB ports
EX-L This trim mostly mirrors the EX, but you do get: Power liftgate Auto-dimming rearview
mirror Leather upholstery Power-adjustable passenger seat Eight-speaker audio system
Touring The top-of-the-line Touring trim includes all of the EX-L's equipment plus: LED
headlights Roof rails Integrated navigation system Nine-speaker audio system Wireless phone
charger. Read more. Find savings on the CR-V for sale near you. ZIP Code. See Pricing. See all
CR-V lease offers. Sponsored cars related to the CR-V. Trending topics in reviews interior
sound system engine technology driving experience infotainment system climate control fuel
efficiency warranty seats road noise comfort spaciousness. Toyota RAV4 vs. Nissan Rogue vs.
Honda CR-V vs. Mazda CX-5! Check your price quote. Great Good Fair High Sample dealer
price:. Get started Already have a dealer quote? Lane Keeping Assist Monitors the vehicle's
position in its lane with a camera and automatically corrects your course to prevent accidentally
leaving the lane. Blind Spot Information System Monitors your blind spots for cars lurking back
there. Flashes lights and emits an audible warning if necessary. Side Impact Test Good. People
who viewed this also viewed 3. Related CR-V Articles. The Edmunds experts tested the CR-V
both on the road and at the track, giving it a 8. What about cargo capacity? When you're
thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that carrying capacity for the CR-V
ranges from And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the
Honda CR-V is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real
owners and reveal what it's like to live with the CR-V. Look for specific complaints that keep
popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the CR-V's average consumer rating to that
of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Honda CR-V is
a good car. Edmunds' expert testing team reviewed the CR-V and gave it a 8. Safety scores, fuel
economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in determining whether
the CR-V is a good car for you. What do people think of the Honda CR-V? Edmunds Expert
Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Honda
CR-V and all model years in our database. Our Review Process This review was written by a
member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Can't find a new Honda CR-Vs you
want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Check out Honda lease
specials. Sign Up. Get price. Our verdict. How does the CR-V drive? How comfortable is the
CR-V? How economical is the CR-V? Is the CR-V a good value? A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
curt trailer parts
fender noiseless pickups wiring diagram
honda ft 500 wiring diagram
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant

Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

